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A focus on the power system

• A already an important system2

• 2 possibly becoming even more important

– Enables the ‘information age’ and progress in 

decarbonising energy 

• A single, complex, non-linear, dynamic system

– When it goes wrong, it can go wrong very quickly and 

in a very big way

– Much of the system is exposed 

and affected by the weather

– Recovery from a major unreliability 

event is much harder than from 

regular events North-East US blackout, August 2003
http://www.timesunion.com/news/slideshow/The-Northeast-Blackout-of-2003-47515/photo-3327282.php

What do you do with electricity 

imbalances?

• Balance out in time
– Use stored energy at different times

• Not just (expensive) batteries

• Two-way conversion? (Store surpluses; use the store to meet deficits)

– Time shiftable demand

• ‘Store’ the use of electricity
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Storage in the UK (2014)

Source: Simon Gill, University of Strathclyde, 2015 
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Decarbonised storage...

What do you do with electricity 

imbalances?

• Export surpluses

• Meet deficits via imports

Figure: National Grid

• Balance out in space

– Transmission export or import capacity

– Distribution network capacity
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What is resilience?

• Enough generation to meet demand?

• Is there enough network capacity to get 

power from generators to demand?

• How does the system respond to 

unplanned changes, e.g. faults?

– Frequency, size and duration of supply 

interruptions?

See CIGRE WG C1.17, “Planning to 

Manage Power Interruption Events”, 

Technical Brochure 433, 

CIGRE, Paris, October 2010

Prevention, 

containment, 

recovery

System dynamic responses:

multiple response and reserve markets

New enhanced frequency response service

- Automatic service for continuous provision

- First tender round for 200MW: Summer 2016 

for delivery 2018

- 8 projects awarded contracts 26th Aug

- Accepted prices: £7/MW/h - £12/ MW/h

EFR

Response Time < 1 second

Maintained for At least 10 

seconds

Size constraint 1 MW - 50MW 

Approximate Capacity 

Procured

200MW

Main Providers Chemical Batteries
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Slide by Simon Gill, University of Strathclyde 

• Different providers have different capabilities

• One service buys time to access the next one
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Voltage control and reactive 

compensation

• Reactive compensation

generally installed to 

regulate voltage in the

absence or credible

absence of generation

• Location matters!

Lots in London 

and the South-East

Not much in Scotland

in 20122 but some being

installed now

National Grid, 

Electricity Ten Year Statement 2012

Black start

Peterhead CCGT

1180 MW 

Drax Coal 

2000 MW 

Fiddlers Ferry Coal

2000 MW 

Cruachan Pumped Storage

440 MW 

Summer 2016: NGET awarded 1-year 

black start contracts at cost of £113m

• National Grid poor at forecasting?

• Poor at negotiating?

• Or had no choice?

Large, schedulable, non-nuclear 

plant north of York

All other large, schedulable plant 

is south of this line

• Black start capability in the past has often 

cost around £20 million per year

• Forecast by National Grid to cost £34.7 million

in 2016/17 

Location matters
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The changing nature of 

generation

• Fossil fuelled plant

– Fuel a significant cost

• Low carbon generation

– Limited choice of location

– Limited ‘schedulability’

– More variability

– Higher capex, lower opex

– Competitive wholesale 

markets hinge on short-run 

marginal costs (SRMC)

• How to recover the long-run costs if income based on SRMC is 

small? → the ‘missing money problem’

• Less money based on energy, more on ‘services’

Levelised cost of energy, £/MWh

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy,

Electricity Generation Costs, November 2016

Procuring services

• Different ancillary services currently procured separately 

– Value of each revealed

• Only capacity and cost currently valued in the capacity market

– No consideration for location or dynamic capability

• What if a certain non-network service provider loses individual 

service contracts but is cost-effective as a package?

– Align tender rounds for different services and decisions on 

contracts?

– Should help generators, flexible demand and storage gain 

confidence in accessing multiple income streams

• Take care that providers (a) are actually available when required 

and (b) do not get paid twice for the same action

– Difficult to evaluate many possible combinations?
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Who pays? Who gets paid?

• Services from distributed resources increasingly important

– Who buys and invokes the services? 

– Potential for conflict between transmission and distribution 

requirements, e.g. transmission wants an increase in output when 

distribution wants a decrease

• Investment in new generation capacity

– How is investment in enhanced dynamic capability justified now if the 

capability isn’t needed for some years?

• Set statutory capability requirements?

• Leave it to a market that doesn’t exist yet?

• The extra transient capability of synchronous generators

– Get paid for valuable services?

• What would it cost to get those services elsewhere?

– Payment for inherent capability is rent?

• Can’t sell energy without providing inertia and reactive power!


